Mrinalini Tankha

Money and the Politics of Duality in Contemporary Cuban Art

In this talk, Mrinalini Tankha will discuss contemporary Cuban visual, performance and digital artists that incorporate coins, banknotes and other alternative currencies into their artistic practice as important vehicles of political and cultural critique. These artists critically engage with questions around the aesthetic and material power of the money form and the global politics of systems of circulation as well as Cuba’s own controversial dual currency system that has foregrounded the contradictions between its commitment to state socialism and its re-insertion into a global capitalist economy.

Mrinalini Tankha is a Postdoctoral Scholar at the Institute for Money Technology and Financial Inclusion at the University of California, Irvine. She is an economic and cultural anthropologist and has done extensive research on money and multiple currency exchange, informal economies and shifting forms of labor and value in Cuba and Latin America and the Caribbean.
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